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Abstract. We study in this vision paper the problem of integrating several web
data sources under uncertainty and dependencies. We present a concrete applica-
tion with web sources about objects in the maritime domain where uncertainties
and dependencies are omnipresent. Uncertainties are mainly caused by imprecise
information trackers and imperfect human knowledge. Dependencies come from
the recurrent copying relationships occurring among the sources. We answer the
issue of data integration in such a setting by reformulating it as the merge of sev-
eral uncertain versions of the same global XML document. As an initial result,
we put forward a probabilistic XML data integration model by getting some in-
tuitions from the versioning model with uncertain data we proposed in [5]. We
explain how this model can be used for materializing the integration outcome.

1 Introduction

Uncertain data integration. Data integration with uncertainty, in the form of a prob-
abilistic mediated schema [3, 7, 8] or probabilistic reconciled databases [2, 17], was
previously dealt in both relational and XML settings. Probabilistic mappings [7, 8],
yielding a probabilistic mediated schema, specify the different possible ways of match-
ing the attributes in multiple relational schemas with respect to their semantics. Query
views in [2] through containment constraints are used to define the mappings between
a set of uncertain sources and a probabilistic mediated database having a fixed schema.
Probabilistic trees in [17] with possibility and probability nodes enable to synchronize
several uncertain XML documents by enumerating the different alternatives in data val-
ues. Used mappings, query views and reconciliation methods do not care about possible
dependencies between sources during the integration process, and thereby they may fail
in modeling the set of possibilities and probabilities on the presence of dependencies.
One reason is they only assume, in general, that sources describe information about the
same real-world objects in an independent manner.

Studied problem. We consider in this paper the problem of integrating several web
data sources under uncertainty and dependencies. On the web, many systems collect



and keep up-to-date as much as possible a vast amount of information covering various
real-life areas. Uncertainty in web data sources is a well-known issue, on the one hand.
On the other hand, the existence of sources that copy (or crawl) data from some others
is also a reality. The latter observation translates, as shown in [9, 10, 13], dependencies
among the sources in terms of (independent) providers and copiers. Uncertainty and
dependencies are two issues particularly true in web sources for objects in the maritime
domain as we will detail in the next.

A large amount of information related to objects in the maritime domain can be
found and extracted from numerous web sources with different nature. Web platforms
such as marinetraffic.com, grosstonnage.com and shippingexplorer.net maintain specifi-
cations of ships (or boats) and monitor in real-time their locations and routes. Wikipedia,
the most popular and successful collaborative content-based web editing platform, con-
tains basic information about some kinds of ships. It harnesses for this the power of
the crowd, i.e., its contributors around the world. Last but not least, we have also social
networks like Twitter and Flickr that inform their followers (who are interested) about
the ship routes with posts and tweets of users. Through the aforementioned source ex-
amples, we can easily see that there is enormous knowledge on the web which might
be valuable for maritime actors, especially for monitoring the traffic. In order to take
advantage of all this knowledge, users within such a context may probably want to
be able to transparently query and visualize the integration of information from these
sources. Unfortunately, uncertainties and dependencies are omnipresent when talking
about web data sources in the maritime domain. Uncertainties are mainly caused by (a)
imprecise trackers, also known as automatic identification systems (abbr. AIS) in the
maritime domain, that send at constant time intervals ship data like their positions and;
(b) unreliable users sharing information about ships in a collaborative or social manner.
Dependencies correspond to the copying relationships between sources as we illustrate
in Section 2. Consequently, setting up the outcome of the integration of these sources
requires to deal with uncertainty and dependencies.

Consider as a running example three sources s1, s2 and s3 sharing a subset of ob-
jects in the maritime domain. Let us focus on values they give for the draft and the
actual port for a particular ship named “Costa Serena”. The first source s1 indepen-
dently reports that the draft of this ship is 8.2m and it is currently located at the port of
“Hamburg”. The second source s2 which relies on s1 revises the data it copies by up-
dating the draft and the current location to 8.3m and “Marseille”, respectively. Finally,
the third source s3 independently sets the draft to 8.3m while being not aware about
the location. Observe that s3, taken separately, retains incomplete information about
the considered ship. Now, assume that one issues a query Q requesting the draft and the
current port of this ship based on the three sources. A deterministic data integration sys-
tem will fail (or eventually it will make an arbitrary choice) by trying to merge the set
of answers obtained from sources because there are contradictions resulting from two
possible values for the draft and the port name. Eventually, one may prefer to know the
set of all possible answers together with their probabilities. Indeed, the user may trust
some specific sources and based on this he (or she) may filter the result. Observe that,
the user may specify its preferences beforehand with the query. Filtering can also be
done according to probabilities. A probabilistic approach for data integration eases this



interaction while enabling to capture contradictions, corroborations and incomplete-
ness. Modeling contradictions and corroborations, and thereby the correct probability
values, need to take into account dependencies between the sources. Considering again
our example, information about this ship can be obtained independently from s1 and
s3 whereas requesting some piece of data from s2 require to use s1. On the other hand,
according to dependencies s2 disagrees with s1 while being corroborated by s3 for the
draft. Both scenarios call for being able to maintain the history of the evolution of each
piece of information about shared objects during the integration process and according
to source dependencies.

Envisioned approach. Source dependencies, in terms of copying relationships, en-
quire about the history of the evolution of data items about shared objects (copiers may
revise collected data as shown in our running example). This setting is very similar to a
versioning process on the web implying a set of shared objects with uncertainty. Con-
sequently, the problem of integrating web sources under uncertainty and dependencies
can be answered by reformulating it as merging several uncertain versions of the same
data. We proposed in [5] an uncertain version control model for tree-structured docu-
ments with uncertainty that computes the set of possible versions together with their
probabilities by modeling data incompleteness, contradictions and corroborations with
respect to the derivation links between data versions. As an enumeration of the set of
all possible versions can be unfeasible at a certain limit, our model also includes an
efficient compact way to integrate as a whole all these possible versions.

In this vision paper, we present initial ideas towards a probabilistic XML approach
for integrating web data sources under uncertainty and (deterministic) dependencies by
getting some intuitions from our uncertain versioning model in [5]. As a data model,
we choose XML because the tree-like structure of web data can be easily described
with this format. We envision a probabilistic integration model able to represent and
to assess the amount of uncertainty in both data and sources by modeling possible de-
pendencies between sources. Those dependencies might enable (a) to properly detect
data provenance, contradictions, correlations, etc and based on this; (b) to trace the his-
tory of the evolution of each piece of information about shared objects. To do so, we
associate event variables to uncertain sources in order to manage the amount of un-
certainty in their own data (its really provided data) and their reliabilities. We adopt
a reconciled data integration approach which abstracts the result of the integration of
several web data sources under uncertainty and dependencies as a set of possible XML
documents corresponding to sets of valid events. These sets of events can be used to
estimate the probability values of these possible integration results given a probability
distribution over the event variables. Concretely, we define the outcome of the integra-
tion, i.e., all possible XML integration trees, together with their mapping event sets,
as a PrXMLfie probabilistic XML document (see Section 3 about its definition) simi-
larly to [5]: nodes in this special tree are annotated by proportional formulas over event
variables which track possible integration results and their probabilities with respect to
dependency constraints. Figure 1 is the PrXMLfie probabilistic XML encoding of the
result of the integration of sources s1, s2 and s3 of our running example with e1, e2 and
e3 their respective associated events.
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Fig. 1. Probabilistic XML encoding of the integration of shared (uncertain) objects

Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates more
the problem investigated in this paper by giving concrete examples from the maritime
domain. Section 3 revisits some definitions pertaining for the modeling of web semi-
structured data, semi-structured uncertain data and multi-version web data with uncer-
tainty. Section 4 presents initial ideas towards a probabilistic XML approach for inte-
grating uncertain tree-structured data sources under dependency constraints. Section 5
concludes the paper and presents some further work.

2 Motivating application

Our motivating application is the integration of web sources providing information
about objects (e.g., ships or ports) in the maritime domain. As we show next, web
sources in the maritime domain are various, uncertain and dependent. Therefore, users
may want to simultaneously query or navigate through all these sources via a unique
access point (or global reconciled view); to get answers from its trusted sources and; to
know the real provenance of data.

2.1 Numerous web sources

We found that there are a lot of potential web sources by searching information about
ships. Figure 2 shows a sample list of those sources3. The sources in Figure 2(a) consist
of the social networks Flickr and Twitter, and the content-based collaborative platform
Wikipedia. In Flickr and Twitter, users share photos about ships and some useful in-
formation such as their names and their current locations in the form, for instance,
of a tweet. In Wikipedia, users collaborate in order to collect the maximum amount
of information about the general description of some particular boats. The sources in

3 All the screen-shots given in Figure 2 were captured January 8th, 2014 from
http://www.flickr.com/search/?q=Costa Serena,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Serena,
http://www.shippingexplorer.net/en/vessels/view/14429-costa-serena,
http://www.marinetraffic.com/ais/details/ships/247187600, and
http://www.grosstonnage.com/.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/11199762@N06/1319103676/in/photolist-31yKyQ-3b1aEH-3b1cA4-3b1eei-3b1iux-3b1jy2-3b1kRB-3b1n1t-3b5DJm-3b5KAs-3b5LJU-3b5MJW-3b5TB7-4of5ka-4qFe5p-4tDC4r-4tDCw4-4tHFVw-4wsTEH-55Cmex-563RxV-564mFv-564mN2-56gaf5-6grp6X-6Cheqv-drXUJ5-drXUL9-drXUXh-drXLsV-drXUS7-drXLy6-fXmSWT-g1Y7Gu-aTd4cX-aTd8ex-7AX8WW-b21uYe-b21sji-b21puk-eaCJ96-bcAj6D-b16Swp-bh9S2z-bfQmev-akmDcV-akmDeV-akmDaZ-akmDje-dBUFKn-8Msvu3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Serena
http://www.shippingexplorer.net/en/vessels/view/14429-costa-serena
http://www.marinetraffic.com/ais/details/ships/247187600
http://www.grosstonnage.com/


Figure 2(b) are ShippingExplorer, MarineTraffic and GrossTonnage. These sources are
mainly dedicated to the monitoring in real-time of the current locations and itineraries
of ships even though they also give specifications of these latter. Current locations and
itineraries can be known based on data transmitted by AIS systems on ships, for exam-
ple. There are different levels of heterogeneity between the example sources, notably
at schema level – fortunately, we can observe an homogeneity at object level because
sources used in general same unique identifers (e.g., IMO or MMSI) for objects such
as ships. In the rest of the paper, we will assume that heterogeneity at schema level is
manually resolved with a certain amount of uncertainty.

(a) Social networks & collaborative platforms

(b) Sources monitoring in real-time maritime activities

Fig. 2. Example of web sources about objects in the maritime domain



2.2 Uncertain web data sources

For the maritime domain, web sources are mostly uncertain due to imprecise and imper-
fect used data extraction methods. The AIS systems are inherently imprecise (e.g., they
may transmit incomplete information) whereas human knowledge is imperfect. Other
important features in sources revealing the presence of uncertainties are contradictions
and incompleteness. Let us analyze the examples in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) which re-
spectively give the company (owner and manager) and the dimensions (length, width
and draft) of the same ship from ShippingExplorer, Wikipedia and ShipSpotting. Obvi-
ously, we can observe that ShippingExplorer and Wikipedia agree on the owner of this
ship (even though Wikipedia seems to be more precise) whereas ShipSpotting gives a
different owner. In contrast, all three sources agree on the manager for which the infor-
mation from ShipSpotting is more complete. As for the dimensions of the ship, it also
appears some contradictions between the values given by the sources. For instance,
ShippingExplorer and ShipSpotting provide 42m for the width while Wikipedia indi-
cates 35.5m. On another side, Wikipedia and ShipSpotting provide 8.3m for the draft
whereas ShippingExplorer indicates 8.2m. For the draft, one may consider that the dif-
ference between the indicated values is not very important, and choose the value given
by the majority of sources. Unfortunately, determining the correct values for the owner
and the width seems to be a more complicated task. A rigorous way to manage contra-
dictions is to keep all the possible values by estimating their correctness according to
the reliability of the sources.

2.3 Dependent web sources via copying links

We observed based on the example in Figure 4 that dependent web sources in the mar-
itime domain is a reality. Indeed, there are some sources that collect their information
from other ones by copying their data, or by aggregation in the case of several sources si-
multaneously involved. Such a copying relationship can be explicitly mentioned by the
copier, for instance as in Figure 4. The sketched screen-shot was captured January 8th,
2014 from http://www.shipspotting.com/gallery/photo.php?lid=1825000.
However, in practice the copiers are not all known beforehand. Therefore, sometimes
we are constrained to compute these dependencies (see [9, 10] for details about the
detection of copying relationships between multiple web sources). Since copiers may
revise the collected data based on their own knowledge about the shared real-word ob-
jects, having the set of dependencies may help to find the real provenance of each data
item and detect more easily contradictions, correlations etc. The detection of copying
relationships between a set of web sources is beyond the scope of this paper. We con-
sider in the following that the dependencies are given.

3 Data model

We briefly present in this section some definitions pertaining for the modeling of web
semi-structured data, semi-structured uncertain data and multi-version web data with
uncertainty. We start by introducing unordered XML trees and a specific model of prob-
abilistic XML trees we use in our integration system.

http://www.shipspotting.com/gallery/photo.php?lid=1825000


(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Uncertain web sources: discrepancies and incompleteness

Fig. 4. Example of dependence between Shipspotting, AirNavShipTrax and GrossTonnage

3.1 Unordered XML and p-Documents based on random events

We model web data as unordered XML trees for convenience of the exposition. The
consideration of an order between data items is left to future work.



Unordered XML. Let us consider a finite set L of strings (i.e., labels or text data) and
a finite set I of identifiers such that their intersection is empty. We assume also given a
labeling function Φ and a identifying function α .

Definition 1. An unodered XML document is an unordered, unranked, labeled tree T
of identifiers in I. The functions α and Φ map each node x ∈ T respectively to a unique
identifier α(x) ∈ I and to a string Φ(x) ∈ L. In trees, nodes having at least one child
refer to internal nodes, whereas nodes without children are leave with data values.

For modeling reasons, we use a same node (same label, same identifier) as root of all
XML trees referring to the similar object. We omit node identifiers in tree examples for
simplicity.

p-Documents based on random events. A probabilistic XML document (abbr. p-
document) is a compact way of representing a probability distribution over a set of
possible unordered XML trees; in the case of interest here, this distribution is finite. A
p-document is usually denoted by P̂ and must be distinguished with a regular XML
document as we will see next.

Definition 2. A probabilistic XML distribution space over a set of uncertain XML trees
is a pair (D,p) where D is a nonempty finite set of possible documents and p : D→ (0,1]
is a probability function mapping each document d in D to a rational number, i.e., its
probability, p(d) ∈ (0,1] with ∑d∈D p(d) = 1.

We draw our attention on the most expressive and succinct family of p-documents
from [11], namely PrXMLfie model with fie standing for formula of independent events.
For a complete insight about existing probabilistic XML models, see [1, 12]. Let B be
a set of independent random Boolean variables (abbr. event variables) b1 . . .bm. The
truth of each event variable bi is given by its probability value Pr(bi) of being valid. We
revisit below the syntax and the semantics of the encoding of a probability distribution
using a p-document of the PrXMLfie family.

Definition 3. A p-document P̂ based on independent random variables is an unordered,
unranked, and labeled XML tree in which (i) the root is always certain and; (ii) all other
node x may be annotated with a propositional formula fie(x) of events b1 . . .bm.

A proportional formula represents and estimates the amount of uncertainty in its at-
tached node. Some distinct formulas may be correlated by sharing common events. At
last, the number of event variables in the formulas is not necessarily the same. The set
of all possible XML trees obtainable from P̂ defines its possible worlds. Those pos-
sible worlds are produced in function of the different possible ways of valuating the
event variables. A valuation ν of variables b1 . . .bm is a mapping of each bi to true or
false. This valuation generates, when it is evaluated over P̂ , one particular XML tree
ν(P̂) consisting only of nodes from P̂ whose formulas are valuated at true with ν .
We denote the possible worlds of P̂ by D(P̂). Let h̄[ν ] be the set of all possible valu-
ations over variables b1 . . .bm. The probability of a possible world d ∈ D(P̂) is given
hereafter.



Pr(d | d ∈D(P̂)) = ∑
ν ′∈h̄(ν)

ν ′(P̂)=d

Pr(
∧

bi∈B
ν ′(bi)=true

bi∧
∧

b j∈B
ν ′(b j)=false

¬b j). (1)

Definition 4. The semantics JP̂K of a p-document P̂ in the probabilistic XML model
based only on formula of independent random variables is the distribution (D,p) de-
fined in such that (a) D = D(P̂) and (b) for all d ∈ D, p(d) = Pr(d|d ∈D(P̂)).

3.2 Semi-structured multi-version data with uncertainty

In a XML setting, a semi-structured multi-version data with uncertainty (typically,
shared web data in our context) is defined in [5] as evolving through uncertain updates
and leading to uncertain versions. We summarize here this model which describes such
a multi-version data with the help of two components: the derivation graph between
the data versions (or version space4) and a probability distribution over a set of possible
XML tree versions. For more details about the model and its original context of use, we
refer to [4, 5].

We suppose a set of complex event variables e1 . . .en, each representing a conjunc-
tion of atomic event variables b1 . . .bm. Considered events model the different uncertain
states of the multi-version document. As a result, an event has also contextual informa-
tion about a given version, in particular the edit script δi (i.e., a sequence of insertions
and deletions) leading to it.

Definition 5. A multi-version XML document with uncertainty is a pair (G,ω) where G
is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of events {e0}∪{e1 . . .en} representing the derivation
graph of the tree versions, and ω is a probability distribution over the set of possible
document versions.

The special event e0 is the root of G and maps to the initial state of the multi-version
document. A version is an unordered XML tree mapping to a set of events in G whose
edit scripts together made this version happen. Given the infinite set D of all unordered
XML trees, we have ω : 2{e1...en}→D with (a) ω({}) a root-only XML tree and; (b) for
all i, for all F⊆ 2{e1...en}\{ei}, ω({ei}∪F) = [ω(F)]δi ([ω(F)]δi results from applying δi
on [ω(F)]). This mapping corresponds to a probability distribution, compactly encoded
in [5] as P̂ , over a set of possible trees versions.

Definition 6. A compact representation system of a multi-version XML with uncer-
tainty is a pair (G,P̂) where (a) G is the DAG of events e0 . . .en and; (b) P̂ is a
PrXMLfie p-document with random variables b1 . . .bm encoding compactly all the pos-
sible tree versions and their mapping event sets.

In this compact representation, given a node x∈ P̂ and its associated formula fie(x),
corroborations and contradictions are modeled as follows for all event ei.

4 The version space describes the history of the editing process by maintaining necessary infor-
mation about the different versions and their dependencies.



– If ei |= fie(x), then there is a corroboration of the presence (or validity) of x at this
event ei.

– If ei 6|= fie(x), then this means that event ei contradicts the existence of x (or invalid
x).

4 Heterogeneous web data integration using probabilistic XML

We elaborate in this section our probabilistic XML model dealing with the integration
of web data sources under uncertainty and dependencies. We first present some chal-
lenges underlying the set up of the intended model. We then put forward a model and
explain how it can be used for materializing the integration in the scenario where the
dependencies between sources are deterministic.

Consider a set S of n web sources S1, . . . ,Sn under uncertainty and dependencies.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that (a) all of these sources maintain information
about real-world objects in the same domain; (b) the objects are distinguished each
other by a unique identifier and; (c) each local source Si provides data about its subset
of tracked objects in the form of a global unordered XML tree that we denote also Si.
Moreover, we assume that, first, a dependency relationship involving two sources, if
it occurs, is directed and there is no cycles; second, each dependency relationship is
deterministic, that is, it is known with certainty.

4.1 Main challenges

We base the design of our intended data integration model for uncertain web data
sources with dependencies on three main requirements.

1. At first, since we have uncertainties on the sources and on the data, we need a way
to represent and to evaluate these uncertainties during the integration. The used
model must be flexible enough to enable (a) correlating the uncertainty about the
sources and the provided information; (b) tracking the provenance of each data
item. Obviously, for instance, one may trust a given source but considers that its
data are invalid. As a result, the model must enable explanation and understanding
of obtained probability values.

2. Second, we have to introduce a technique for finding and representing the depen-
dency relationships between sources; in this work we consider that these dependen-
cies are known beforehand.

3. Finally, the integration approach, formalizing the result of the integration and its
semantics mapping with the local sources (or partial views of these latter), must be
defined by focusing especially on the uncertain nature of our setting and the depen-
dencies (a given source first copies other ones, and then it may revise the copied
data with new knowledge). Therefore, the used model must enable the modeling of
contradictions and corroborations in the integration outcome.



4.2 Probabilistic XML integration framework

Here we give a first attempt for formalizing our intended probabilistic XML integration
framework. We first go further on each requirement aforementioned by translating the
version control model with uncertainty, we designed in [5] (see Section 3 for a sum-
mary), in our data integration setting. Then, we formalize the proposed model.

Dealing with uncertainties. Similarly to [5], we use random event variables in order
to deal with uncertainties. Consider again B as a set of independent random Boolean
variables b1 . . .bm and their probability values Pr(b1) . . .Pr(bm) of being true as well.
We restrict B to two types of disjoint sets of variables which we denote Br and Bs. As
in [5], we use variables in Br to manage the uncertainty in the content really provided
by each source: the data it does not copy from others sources (its contribution in a
certain sense). Variables in Bs are used to model the trust one can have on sources.
Given a source Si, we refer to the uncertainty on its content and its reliability level
with br, i and bs, i respectively. We consider now the set of events e1, . . . ,en. In order to
represent and evaluate the overall amount of uncertainty in each source Si from S, an
event ei = br, i∧bs, i with br, i ∈Br and bs, i ∈Bs is associated to it. Intuitively, ei is true
when it produces a correct content on a reliable source. The probability associated to it
is obtained by computing the probability of the corresponding conjunction. It estimates
numerically its correctness.

Representing dependencies between sources. Detecting dependencies between a set
of web sources in the same domain has been mainly dealt in [9, 10]. As shown in these
papers, such dependencies follow a DAG structure G. More precisely, we define a DAG
with events (representing sources) as nodes.

Definition 7. Given the set of events e1 . . .en associated to s1 . . .sn, formally we set
G = (VG,EG) where VG is the set {e0}∪{e1, . . .en} representing the nodes of the DAG;
EG ⊆ VG ×VG is the set of edges of the DAG tracking (implicitly) the dependencies
between sources.

Conventionally, we introduce the special event e0 as the root of the DAG. The events
associated to independent sources are linked to e0.

Data integration approach. As some previous work on uncertain tree-structured data
integration, such as the paper of Van Keulen et al. [17], we build our system on a prob-
abilistic model in a reconciled fashion. To do so, we introduce the notion of a prob-
abilistic XML global view (PrGView) M which is a set of possible integrated XML
documents m1, . . . ,mk with probabilities Pr(m1), . . . ,Pr(mk) attached to them. An inte-
grated XML document mi is defined as a deterministic XML document in D resulting
from the integration of changes from multiple XML documents. There is not only one
valid integrated XML document in the presence of uncertainty, but several describing,
first, the views on the trust one may have on the given sources and their data; second,
the different way to deal with contradictions and incompleteness of the data. We show
later that PrGView enables to capture all such possible results of an integration.



Definition 8. Let s1, . . . ,sn be a set of uncertain sources with dependencies in G. A
PrGView M of the integration process over {s1, . . . ,sn} is a set {(m1,Pr(m1)), . . . ,(mk,
Pr(mk))} where (i) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, mi is a possible integrated XML document for
s1, . . . ,sn constrained by dependencies; (ii) 0 < Pr(mi)≤ k with ∑

k
i=1 Pr(mi) = 1.

We need to define how we obtain M based on the set of input sources. We will focus
more on the representation of the set of possible worlds than on their probabilities. We
start by defining the contribution of a given source within our integration setting.

Definition 9. Let s1, . . . ,sn be a set of uncertain sources with dependencies in G. The
contribution of any given source si, with respect to G, corresponds to the real content
provided by this source. We represent the contribution of si, that we denote δi, in the
form of a sequence of edit operations over some initial data.

Given any si, let us denote by S(ei) the set of sources on which si depends according
to G, that is, for each 1 ≤ l ≤ n with i 6= l, sl ∈ S(ei) if the relation (el ,ei) exists in G.
Algorithm 1 sketches a process for computing the contribution of si in function of their
dependent sources and their documents; DIFF is a differencing function (see [6, 14, 15]
for more details) that gives the difference between two XML documents. Its output is a
sequence of edit operations over XML nodes.

Input: Set S(ei) of sources on which si depends
Output: Compute the contribution δi of the source si

1 Set s0← root-only XML tree in D;
2 if S(ei) is an empty set then
3 Set δi ← DIFF(s0,si);
4 else
5 foreach source sl in S(ei) do
6 Set each δl,i ← DIFF(sl ,si);
7 Insert all insertions shared by δl,i’s in δi;
8 Insert all deletions in each δl,i in δi;
9 return (δi);

Algorithm 1: Computation of the contribution of a source

In addition to variables, we attach the contributions δ1, . . . ,δn of the sources s1, . . . ,sn
to their associated events e1 . . .en, respectively. In this setting, the events are enough to
describe the sources because they contain the information about both the amount of
uncertainty and the data of the considered sources. In the following, we will refer to the
sources by their associated events. We construct a mapping ω between possible inte-
grated XML documents in M and the sources s1, . . . ,sn by adopting the model in [5] as
follows. Let D′⊆D such that D′ includes {m1, . . . ,mk} and the root-only tree document.

Definition 10. Given a set of uncertain sources s1, . . . ,sn with dependencies in G. Let
M be the PrGView of the integration of these sources. We define the mapping ω : D′→
2{e1,...,en} as specifying the possible integrated XML documents in PrGView in terms of
data contained in the sources such that ω({}) corresponds to the root-only document



in D′ and; for each F ⊆ 2{e1,...,en}\{ei}, ω(F ∪ {ei}) = [ω(F)]δi . Let us assume that
mk = ω(F) for a fixed 1≤ k ≤ m. The probability of mk is estimated as follows.

Pr(mk) = ∑
F⊆{e1,...,en}

ω(F)=mk

∏
1≤i≤n
ei∈F

Pr(ei)× ∏
1≤i≤n
ei 6∈F

1−Pr(ei). (2)

According to [5] such a ω mapping, corresponding to the construction of the M,
can be encoded efficiently as a PrXMLfie p-document P̂ .

Definition 11. Given a set of uncertain sources s1, . . . ,sn with dependencies in G. Fol-
lowing the encoding proposed in [5], we define the PrXMLfie p-document P̂ as an
efficient representation of the PrGView M resulting of the integration of s1, . . . ,sn with
respect to G.

Based on the definitions given above, we formalize our probabilistic data integration
framework as follows.

Our model. Let s1, . . . ,sn be a set of uncertain sources with dependencies described
by a DAG G of events e0, . . . ,en. We abstract a probabilistic XML integration model
over these sources with the help of a triple (G,M,ω) where (i) G is a DAG of {e0}∪
{e1, . . . ,en} in which each node ei, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is associated to a source si in order
to manage its overall amount of uncertainty and its contribution; (ii) M is the PrGView
of the integration of s1, . . . ,sn and; (iii) ω is a mapping between the set of possible
integrated documents in M and the sources s1, . . . ,sn through their associated events
e1, . . . ,en.

We define a compact representation of such a probabilistic XML integration model
as a pair (G,P̂) where (a) G remains the same DAG of events e0, . . . ,en and; (b)P̂ is
the PrXMLfie encoding based on events e1, . . . ,en and contributions δi, . . . ,δn of the set
of possible integrated XML documents in M.

Example 1. Figure 5 illustrates our integration model with our running example. Fig-
ure 5(a) shows the XML corpus of the three sources s1, s2 and s3 where s2 is a copier of
s1. Figure 5(b) gives the DAG modeling the dependencies between the sources and their
contributions δ1 δ2, δ3 which can be estimated with Algorithm 1. Figure 5(c) shows two
examples of possible integrated XML documents by reasoning on the validity or not of
each event. The first integrated XML document is obtained by only considering as valid
e1 and e3, thus corresponds, for instance, to the case where a user requests to integrate
data from only the two independent sources s1 and s3. The integrated version is ob-
tained by evaluating δ1 and δ3 on ω({}) and ω({e1}), sucessively. We can generate all
the possible XML integrated documents of the three given uncertain XML corpus under
dependencies by following the same process.

Reduce uncertainties by crowd-sourcing. A probabilistic data integration approach,
even in the scenario where the dependencies between the sources are known, only mod-
els or resolves a portion of the overall uncertainty in the data and the sources. On the



one hand, the process is itself imprecise. On the other hand, usually there is not enough
knowledge about the modeled domain, the semantics of the integrated data etc. As stud-
ied in [16], knowledge rules and user feedback can help to resolve the uncertainties
in some part of the integration result by refining the set of possible worlds. Crowd-
sourcing is a reliable way for obtaining additional knowledge, for instance opinions
from maritime experts regarding our application domain.
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Fig. 5. Probabilistic XML integration over XML corpus with uncertainty and dependencies

5 Conclusion and Further work

We have presented initial directions towards a probabilistic XML approach for inte-
grating web sources under uncertainty and dependencies. We first provided a concrete
application of such a model. Then, we set up a first abstraction of our integration model
by translating the problem in an uncertain version control setting.

Further work could explore the effect of uncertain dependencies in the modeling of
the set of possible worlds. It could be also of interest to investigate the definition of the
probabilistic XML global view in terms of query views over the sources.
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